
Locality considerations in clefts: the role of person features 

Background. Object Clefts (OCs) and Object Relative clauses (ORs) represent ideal domains 

in which featural Relativized Minimality (fRM) effects are tested (Friedmann et al., 2009). 

Decisive evidence suggests that features causing intervention are those targeting the criterial 

positions: this is shown by the selective improvement of ORs comprehension in gender 

mismatch conditions just for those languages in which gender agreement is overtly realized on 

the verb, thus probably triggering subject movement, as in Hebrew vs. Italian (Belletti et al., 

2012). A similar comparison has been attempted between languages in which person and 

number appear (or not) on verb agreement, like in Italian (vs. English). Minimal contrasts are 

detectable by using pronouns as determiners (“you linguists” vs. “the linguists”) in OCs (Chesi 

& Canal, 2019, henceforth C&C): under the similarity-based account (Gordon et al., 2004 a.o.) 

any mismatch condition (“it is the/you professors that you/the deans have.2/3.PL praised …”, 

art-pro vs. pro-art) should produce equal benefits. C&C, however, found a clear advantage for 

the art-pro condition (“it is the professors that you deans have.2.PL praised …”), suggesting that 

speech-act-related (i.e. non-3rd) person features trigger the critical dependency in the cleft 

predicate, in line with an interpretation of fRM in which the relevant person features (1st and 

2nd only: Bianchi, 2006; Sigurdsson, 2004) qualify as “criterial”. This result is critical also for 

standard fRM interpretation since person features can be involved in subject movement, but 

less clearly in object focalization. A possible solution would be to assume that also focalization 

is sensitive to person specification, in the end, targeting (also) the logophoric centers in the left 

periphery (Sigurdsson, 2004), in which, however, 3rd person is not represented. Yet, this 

analysis predicts the opposite effect, since the “inclusion condition” (in Friedmann et al.'s, 2009 

terms) would be pro-art, while art-pro qualifies as “inverse inclusion”, which is usually rated 

as bad as the “identity” condition (Villata et al., 2016), then leading to the wrong crucial 

prediction (i.e. pro-art better than art-pro, contrary to C&C’s evidence). One way to reconcile 

the empirical evidence to the fRM theory is to assume that the presence of the contextually-

salient 2nd person feature is predicted to induce a facilitation effect with respect to a 3rd person 

DP, but only when it is cued by verbal morphology, as in Italian. This can be easily implemented 

in a Top-Down, processing friendly model (Chesi, 2015), positing that the retrieval cost at the 

verb position is linearly mitigated by the number of distinct features cued by the verb itself. 

Proposal (in a nutshell). The absence of a significant contrast between pro-art and art-pro in 

subject clefts (SC) would indicate that the fRM analysis of 1st/2nd person features is on the right 

track: if we obtain a significant amelioration only in OCs, this can be interpreted under the cued 

features hypothesis. On the other hand, if in both SC and OC, the advantage is comparable, the 

“retrieval” intuition must be abandoned. In this sense, the relevant minimal contrasts to be 

tested include a D type condition (art-pro vs. pro-art) and a Cleft type condition as illustrated 

below ('it’s the/you professors that (you/the deans) have praised (you/the deans) …'): 

(1) a. Sono | i professori | che | hanno elogiato | voi presidi | alla riunione | d'istituto.[SC, art-pro] 

 are | the professors | that | have.3.PL praised | you deans | at the meeting | of school 

b. Sono | i professori | che | voi presidi | avete elogiato | alla riunione | d'istituto.  [OC, art-pro] 

 are | the professors | that | you deans | have.2.PL praised | at the meeting | of school 

c. Siete | voi professori | che | avete elogiato | i presidi | alla riunione | d'istituto.  [SC, pro-art] 

 are | you professors | that | have.2.PL praised | the deans | at the meeting | of school 

d. Siete | voi professori | che | i presidi | hanno elogiato | alla riunione | d'istituto.[OC, pro-art] 

 are | you professors | that | the deans | have.3.PL praised | at the meeting | of school 

Experimental evidence. 75 Italian native speakers (Age range=16-33, M=17.96, SD=2.97; 28 

speakers of a central Italian, 30 of a northern and 17 of a southern variety) took part in a self-

paced reading experiment followed by a grammaticality judgment task (“good” vs. “bad”) on 

materials built on the paradigm in (1). Two subjects who did not meet our inclusion criteria 



(mean accuracy above 80% on clearly (un)grammatical fillers) are excluded. 32 items are used 

(8 per condition), plus 112 fillers of various grammaticality (10 clearly ungrammatical, 

consisting of wrong auxiliary choice or prepositionally introduced direct object in transitive 

sentences plus 10 grammatical, consisting of transitive sentences with adjuncts, used for 

inclusion criteria). Two lists consisting of 74 experimental items each were created following a 

Latin square design. Data are analyzed by fitting linear mixed models (Bates et al., 2015). 

Grammaticality judgments analysis. No effect of language variety spoken is observed 

(2(2)=0.3302, p=0.8478). Both a strong main effect of Cleft type (2(5)=24.453, p=0.0002), 

and D type (2(3)=50.511, p<0.0001) is obtained. A strongly significant interaction between 

the two factors is also present (2(3)=46.116, p<0.0001, Fig.1.a), indicating that the reduction 

of grammaticality is more pronounced when D = pro is in the focalized object in OCs (OC art 

- OC pro: estimate=1.268, SE=0.293, z=4.331, p=0.0001). Both OCs and SCs are judged 

grammatical well above chance with very little variance (low SE bars in Fig.1.a): 

a. b.  

Figure 1. Predicted sentence grammaticality (a) and (log) rt for the Regions of Interest (b) based on the Cleft type 

x D type model interaction. Error bars indicate SEs. 

Reading times analysis. No main effect of Cleft or Determiner type for the selected Regions of 

Interest (RoI: the verb and the second DP) is present in reading times, but a three-way strongly 

significant interaction (RoI x D type x Cleft type) is observed (2(4)=29.7262, p<0.0001, 

Fig.1.b): a significant rt reduction is recorded in the verb region, only when the first DP is 

introduced by art in the SC condition ((1).a). A systematic (numeric) slow-down associated 

with the D = pro condition is present. This (numeric, namely statistically non-significant) 

slowdown is totally absorbed in the OC condition, but not in the SC condition. 

Discussion. Grammaticality judgments confirm C&C’s hypothesis: as in the original 

acceptability study, OCs (but not SCs) in which the second DP (the subject in OC) bears a 2nd 

person featural specification are judged significantly more often grammatical than default 3rd  

person DPs (art-pro > pro-art) supporting the “processing” reformulation of fRM. Also looking 

at rt in self-paced reading, we confirmed the previous findings obtained with eye-tracking: when 

D is pro a numerical slow-down in rt in the DP region is observed, suggesting an encoding cost 

(coherent with C&C’s rough quantification) which is, however, (i) independent of the DP 

position (i.e. present both in OC and SC) and (ii) irrelevant for grammaticality judgments. 
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